FISHING + SPORT ANGLING POLICY
Fishing Code of Ethics:
As leaders in the field of Responsible tourism, the following polices have been implemented for the welfare and of the resource. These
practices are the standard for responsible anglers worldwide, standards that we as a business, as members of Conservation Lower
Zambezi and the Lower Zambezi Tourism Association, wholeheartedly endorse and for which we require the full compliance from those
wishing to fish during their stay at Chiawa Camp & Old Mondoro
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Catch and Release ONLY on all species – no killing of any fish!
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No fishing between December- March as per Park regulations.

No bait fishing; if using blue soap for Vundu then use of circle hooks only.
No treble hooks to reduce the risk of multiple injuries to fish.
Barbless hooks only, all barbs must be crimped down for ease of release.
Only one hook per line / lure only.

Preferably no handling of the fish, use a boga grip for photos. If absolutely necessary then hands must
be wet before touching the fish and fish must be held horizontally, not vertically.

Minimum breaking strain of fishing line: 20LBS to reduce on line breakages.

Strictly no fishing on the Zimbabwean side of the River – our guides are the most informed about the
best places to go and regardless of requests will not move beyond the allowed parameters.

Fishing Tackle:
Fishing tackle is available for use by all of our guests at no additional charge, however all losses and breakages will be recorded by your
guide and charged for (in cash) as follows:
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Lost / broken fishing rod or reel - $100

|

Lost Boga Grip - $200

|

Lost spinner / spoon / fly - $10

By participating in any fishing and/or sport angling at Chiawa Camp & Old Mondoro you are also agreeing to comply with the abovementioned regulations and accept liability for any potential charges that may occur.
Wishing you tight lines and screaming reels...

The Chiawa Safaris Team

TEL: +260 211 261588 (GMT +2 HOURS)

MOBILE: +260 977 767 433 (GMT +2 HOURS) / (24 HR FOR EMERGENCIES) EMAIL: res@chiawa.com

